Our PE Journey in EYFS

(Excluding Dance)

GYMNASTICS KEYWORDS
Under
Over
Clear shapes
Long shapes
Stillness
Twist
Spin

To combine hanging, swinging,
travelling and jumping on
different apparatus

To select and combine ways
of jumping, rocking and
rolling with travelling

To balance a ball using a racket.
To pass the ball onto a target

To control a ball with hands. To
catch a moving ball. To throw the
ball towards a target

To control the ball between
obstacles. To roll the ball with
accuracy to a partner

To balance using different
body parts. To combine
travelling and balancing
actions with smooth changes
of level on apparatus

To throw and catch a balloon. To
catch a variety of objects. To hit a
target

GAMES (THROWING AND CATCHING) KEYWORDS

Head up
Change direction
Eyes focused
Ready position

GYMNASTICS

Bend knees
Fingers spread
Aim
Follow through

Throw, clap, catch
Aim at target
Copy
Partner

MP
L

To travel at different levels.
To copy your partners
actions using the apparatus

END OF
EYFS

E

Head up
Change direction
Copy
Statue
Focus
Hold for three seconds
Hold position/balance
High level
Low level
Combine

To practice sending and
receiving a beanbag and
ball with a partner
through throwing and
rolling

To control a balloon. To catch a
bouncing ball. To throw underarm
into a target from different distances

To balance and travel using
combinations of body parts. To
travel over, under and through
the apparatus

To roll a ball to a partner. To roll the ball
To balance successfully
consistently between a target from different on different body parts.
distances
To select and combine
ways of balancing

CREATIVE SKILLS
I can compare
and develop
what i've done
before

We advise you to
teach dance during
Spring Term.

HEALTH & FITNESS

SUMMER
TERM

Lesson objectives and
assessment to come
from the unit of work
you are following

GAMES

I can practice
safely while
avoiding others

To balance on and across
different obstacles. To throw a
beanbag into a target

To change speed while moving.
To learn different movement
patterns while copying others

To roll the ball with accuracy to
a partner

To move safely in a confined
space avoiding other. To
practice sending and receiving
an object

To throw and catch
successfully whilst on the
move. To practice sending an
object

To catch a moving ball. To
throw the ball towards a target

PHYSICAL SKILLS
I can perform
different skills

I can put more
than one skill
in order

SPRING
TERM

To balance a ball using
a racket. To control the
ball between obstacles

To control a ball with
hands. To catch a
moving ball
To throw three beanbags into
a hoop placed 1 to 2 metres
from a line when an opponent
tries to stop them. To roll a
ball between a small target.

To slide a beanbag through a target. To
throw a bean bag into a hoop while an
opponent tries to stop them

PERSONAL SKILLS

SOCIAL SKILLS

I can keep
trying when
i'm tired

I can work
and play
with others

KICKING WITH
FEET

To learn different
movement patterns while
copying others

To roll a ball consistently
between a target from
different distances

AUTUMN
TERM

ATHLETICS

MULTI SKILLS

To throw objects at different targets,
including hoops. To throw from behind
a line. To count the number of
successful attempts at hitting the target

To be able to run and change
direction in different ways while
demonstrating speed and agility

Head up
Change direction
Eyes focused
Ready position
Kick with side of foot
Ball close
Follow through

Control
Look for space
Little kicks
Ball
Both feet
Partner
Space
Aim for target
Dribble
Balance

To throw a beanbag
into a target while
balancing
To dribble your ball to
a target. To kick a ball
at a target to score

GAMES

THROWING
TOWARDS A TARGET

To throw and catch a
balloon. To catch a
variety of objects

To respond to verbal
instructions while moving

To change speed while moving.

GAMES (THROWING TOWARDS A TARGET)

To dribble with a ball
close to your feet. To
dribble whilst under
pressure

To move safely in a confined space
To move in different ways
avoiding
other. To dribble with a ball and
using different parts of
send a ball by kicking it against a bench
the body

To move safely in a confined space
avoiding other. To dribble with a ball and
send a ball by kicking it against a bench

To throw objects at different
targets. To count the
number of successful
attempts at hitting the target

ATHLETICS

GAMES (KICKING WITH FEET) KEYWORDS

To balance for longer
periods with control

GAMES

To throw through a target
using beanbags and balls.
To work with a partner to
reach a set target

To create different balancing
shapes. To balance for longer
periods with control

To throw inderarm into a
target from different distances

SA

GAMES (THROWING TOWARDS
A TARGET) KEYWORDS
Big shape
Small shape
Aim towards target
Hand pointing towards target
Balance
Bend knees
Follow through
Defender
Throw away
Eyes on target
Partner
Opposition
Opponent
Beanbag
Target
Attempts

COGNITIVE SKILLS

To throw and catch in
different ways. To
practice sending an
object through a
target

To complete different balances
and actions. To learn different
balancing techniques

To move through different
speeds. To travel around in
different ways while avoiding
others

To catch a variety of objects. To
hit a target

To pass the ball onto target

To catch on the move.
To practice sending
and receiving an item
while standing up

To practice the hopscotch with
the same and alternate leg. To
move and catch an item

To respond to verbal
instructions while moving. To
move in different ways using
different parts of the body

THROWING AND
CATCHING

Sending
Beanbag
Receiving
Standing up

To travel around in
different ways while
avoiding others

To practice sending a ball with
the feet. To pass the ball to
your partner with the inside of
your foot

To practise the correct arm
position for throwing. To throw
objects at a stationary object

To learn different
balancing techniques

To jump with a
controlled take-off and
landing. To work with a
partner to measure
distance of jumps

To control a balloon. To
control a bouncing ball

To throw objects at different
targets. To count the number of
successful attempts at hitting the
target

To practice sending a ball
with the feet. To aim a ball
through and to a target
using a kicking action

To roll a ball to a
partner

ATHLETICS KEYWORDS
Movement
Keep head up
Awareness of others
Change direction
Copy
Focus on teacher
Left
Right
Reverse
Follow
Straight arms
Hands high
Hands low
Take turns
Swing arms
Looking forward

To balance on and
across different
obstacles

To create
different shapes

To complete different
balances and actions
To link arm movements
with jumping actions.
Explore different types of
jumping styles.

To explore different types of
movement. To complete an
obstacle course using at least three
different types of movement

GAMES (KICKING WITH FEET)

To move through
different speeds

To explore arm movements at
two different levels while
moving. To work as a team to
throw objects into a designated
area

GAMES (THROWING AND CATCHING)

GYMNASTICS

